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Monte Carlo fitting

Former fitting method: Based on running the generator in an 
                                        interative procedure in parameter space.

  Time consuming.

New Approach: Describe parameter dependence before parameter fitting,
                            by building up a grid in parameter space.

On the following slides I present the details.
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The new approach was developed for tuning Monte Carlo models

We carry out the same method for fitting uPDFs.

1st Mcnet School, IPPP Durham, 
18-20th April 2007  

Acknowledgement

Lund

Suggested already 12 years ago...

“Tuning and test of 
fragmentation models based on 
identified particles and precision 
event shape data.” 

Z.Phys.C73:11-60,1996

Also work on Tuning MC in Lund.
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New fitting approach
1. Build up a grid in parameter – cross section space using Monte Carlo.

If you have a CPU farm (or use the GRIDGRID) this ultimately
takes the time of running the MC generator once.
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New fitting approach
1. Build up a grid in parameter – cross section space using Monte Carlo.

If you have a CPU farm (or use the GRIDGRID) this ultimately
takes the time of running the MC generator once.

2. Fit polynomials to the Monte Carlo grid.

and are determined
by fitting the polynomial to the 
parameter grid. (Singular Value Decompostion)
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Singular Value Decompostion

Approach based on SVD algorithm:

i.e.

where

Overdetermined system

To obtain solution we minimize

Grid point

Number of Monte Carlo grid points > Coefficients

by      -minimization
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New fitting approach
1. Build up a grid in parameter – cross section space using Monte Carlo.

If you have a CPU farm (or use the GRIDGRID) this ultimately
takes the time of running the MC generator once.

2. Fit polynomials to the Monte Carlo grid.

Takes care of correlation 
between parameters

and are determined
by fitting the polynomial to the 
parameter grid. (Singular Value Decompostion)
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New fitting approach
1. Build up a grid in parameter – cross section space using Monte Carlo.

If you have a CPU farm (or use the GRIDGRID) this ultimately
takes the time of running the MC generator once.

2. Fit polynomials to the Monte Carlo grid.

and are determined
by fitting the polynomial to the 
parameter grid.

Step 1. and 2. are done for each data point in the measurement.  
Takes only a few seconds.
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New fitting approach
1. Build up a grid in parameter – cross section space using Monte Carlo.

If you have a CPU farm (or use the GRIDGRID) this ultimately
takes the time of running the MC generator once.

2. Fit polynomials to the Monte Carlo grid.

and are determined
by fitting the polynomial to the 
parameter grid.

Step 3. are done by Chi2-minimization using MINUIT.

Also this takes only a few seconds.
3. Determine PDF parameters,      ,  by fitting all the polynomials to data simulatneously

Step 1. and 2. are done for each data point in the measurement.
Takes only a few seconds.
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1 dimensional example
Simplest possible example

1 parameter, 1 data cross-section

1. Build up the grid

Monte Carlos cross-sections
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1 dimensional example
Simplest possible example

1 parameter, 1 data cross-section

2. Describe Monte Carlo by polynomial

Monte Carlo cross-sections

Polynomial
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1 dimensional example
Simplest possible example

1 parameter, 1 data cross-section

3. Minimize Chi2 to data

Monte Carlo cross-sections

Polynomial

Data cross-section
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PROFFIT – PROgram For FITting

●The method is implemented into a program – PROFFITPROFFIT
check for updates on www.hepforge.org/PROFFIT.check for updates on www.hepforge.org/PROFFIT.

●A lot of data available for tuning in hztool A lot of data available for tuning in hztool 

(“HZTool is a library of routines which will allow you to reproduce an 
experimental result using the four-vector final state from Monte Carlo 
generators.”  

In the future replaced by RIVET)
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The unintegrated gluon density

N: Normalization  (fitted)
B: Small x behaviour (fitted)
C=4: Large x behaviour (kept fixed)
   ,     : Determines the shape of the intrinsic          of the 
                  gluon below         = 1.2 GeV (     fitted)

The uPDF starting distribution:

Calculated at some starting scale (      ).
The uPDF is calculated for higher scales by emissions 
of gluons according to the CCFM evolution scheme.
(Monte carlo event generator CASCADE(ep/pp)CASCADE(ep/pp))

The parameters N,B,C,     ,   ,  are not theoretically calculable.

We need to fit the uPDF to experimental data.
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Example of application

Target hard di-jets. 
Dominated by BGF, sensitivity to gluon.

H1 Collab., A. Aktas et al., Eur. Phys. J. C33 (2004) 477
Inclusive Dijet Production at Low x_Bj in DIS

Fit unintegrated gluon density to HERA di-jet data 

Require 

and measure jet cross-section 
as a function of 

Sensitivity to gluon
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Di-jet data

●NLO di-jet calculation not
 possible for low       due to
 divergencies.

Total dijet cross-section
as a function of 

●NLO di-jet calculation fails 
in parts of phase space 

H1 Collab., A. Aktas et al., Eur. Phys. J. C33 (2004) 477
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Di-jet data

Best is “set A0” (determined
by fit to proton structure functions),
giving a  Chi2/ndf=3.5

Total dijet cross-section
as a function of 

Existing CASCADECASCADE prediction has
some problems describing data. 

Improve by fitting using
PROFFIT...
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Di-jet data
- fit results 

Total dijet cross-section
as a function of 

Fitted uPDF improves data description!

Chi2/ndf 2.01
N 0.28 +/- 0.02
B  0.25 +/- 0.03

3.0 +/- 0.04
2, fixed
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Comparison to existing uPDF

B  0.25 +/- 0.03
3.0 +/- 0.04

Chi2/ndf 2

B 0
0

Chi2/ndf 3.5

New Fit

Set A0

Set A0 starting distribution 
determined from fit to F2-data
(H.Jung, Comp.Phys.Com.
                143:100-111,2002)

The new fit to the dijet data 
suggest stronger rising x 
and a shifted gaussian for k_t.
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Inclusive Multijet Cross-section in DIS

20 30 40 10050

trijets

trijets

dijets dijets

ZEUS Collaboration, S. Chekanov et al, Nucl.Phys.B786:152-180,2007

Cross check with other data

Description of inclusive di-jet and 
3-jet cross section improved by the new fit
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D*-production in Photoproduction
H1 Collab., A. Aktas et al.,Eur.Phys.J.C50:251-267,2007

PDF fit to di-jet in DIS Better description of D* and D*-jet correlation in PHP

Inclusive D* production in PHP:

D* production and additional jet:
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Di-jet data
result 

The new PDF gives a pretty 
good over all description except 
at very low x and “high” x.

What is required in order to
describe the data in these bins?

Very fast (~5 sec) to remake fit
with PROFFIT...
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Di-jet data
result 

Fitting only the low x bin

Suggests a lower B value

All bins Low x fit
B 0.25 0.13

3 3
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Di-jet data
result 

Fitting only the “high” x bin

Suggests a negative B value

All bins Low x fit High x fit
B 0.25 0.13 -0.17

3 3 3
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Di-jet data
result 

Fitting only the “high” x bin

Suggests a negative B value

All bins Low x fit High x fit
B 0.25 0.13 -0.17

3 3 3

Suggests more flexilbility in
parameterisation of 
starting distribution
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Summary

● A new approach for fitting (u)PDFs have succesfully been 
tested

● It is based on determination of parameter dependence, by 
grid interpolation, before the fitting is performed

● The method will be available in the program PROFFIT        PROFFIT        
(www.hepforge.com/PROFFIT)

● Fitting uPDF to HERA dijet data suggests a strong 
dependence on x and a large shift of the intrinsic kt in the 
gluon starting distribution.

albert.knutsson@desy.de

http://www.hepforge.com/PROFFIT
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Backup slides
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Azimuthal jet decorrelations (H1)
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Former fitting approach
1. Calculate cross-section using Monte Carlo for a given set of parameter values
2. Compare to data, calculate Chi2 and feed it to MINUIT
3. MINUIT (e.g. the MIGRAD method) estimates new parameter values
4. Iterate 1. - 3. until Chi2 is minimized

This means that if MINUIT needs 100 iterations to minimize Chi2, the generator is run 
100 times, not simultaneously:

If one MC generator run takes 1 hour, the minimization takes 100hours.

One may need exclusive measurements
        

A lot of MC statistics. Minimization >> 100h.  
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Former fitting approach
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This means that if MINUIT needs 100 iterations to minimize Chi2, the generator is run 
100 times, not simultaneously:

If one MC generator run takes 1 hour, the minimization takes 100hours.

One may need exclusive measurements
        

A lot of MC statistics. Minimization >> 100h.  

Above method makes separated event generation difficult. 

Also delicate: Fitting several “event types” simultaneously, 
                        e.g. Charm production and inclusive jet production
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Former fitting approach
1. Calculate cross-section using Monte Carlo for a given set of parameter values
2. Compare to data, calculate Chi2 and feed it to MINUIT
3. MINUIT (e.g. the MIGRAD method) estimates new parameter values
4. Iterate 1. - 3. until Chi2 is minimized

This means that if MINUIT needs 100 iterations to minimize Chi2, the generator is run 
100 times, not simultaneously:

If one MC generator run takes 1 hour, the minimization takes 100hours.

One may need exclusive measurements
        

A lot of MC statistics. Minimization >> 100h.  

Above method makes separated event generation difficult. 

Also delicate: Fitting several “event types” simultaneously, 
                        e.g. Charm production and inclusive jet production

New Approach: Describe parameter dependence before parameter fitting,
                           by using grid in parameter space.
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Singular Value Decompostion

Approach based on SVD algorithm:

i.e.

where

Overdetermined system

To obtain solution we minimize

Grid point

Number of Monte Carlo grid points > Coefficients

by      -minimization
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SVD vs MINUIT

 SVD             MINUIT       MINUIT bad starting values
Chi2 [Polynomial-MC]/ndf:     1.8        1.8       4.1

Could also use MINUIT, but it is sensitive on starting values.

Minimization of polynomial
coefficients stuck in 
local minimum
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Chi2 scans

N B
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SVD vs MINUIT
Coefficients in 4th order 
polynomial determined from:    SVD           MINUIT       MINUIT bad starting values

Chi2 [Polynomial-MC]/ndf:     1.8        1.8       4.1

For example here,
large difference between
Coefficients.

Resulting in that MINUIT
gets stuck in local minimum
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Control of fit - Grid description
●Chi2/ndf for polynomial description of parameter space:

Degreer of polynomial:        2nd                  3rd                       4th                         5th

●Parameter values from fit to data:

●2nd degree polynomial bad grid description. 
●For higher orders the final fit is consistent within errors of fit.
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Example of application

Target hard di-jets. 
Dominated by BGF, sensitivity to gluon.

H1 Collab., A. Aktas et al., Eur. Phys. J. C33 (2004) 477
Inclusive Dijet Production at Low x_Bj in DIS

Fit unintegrated gluon density to HERA data 

Require 

and measure jet cross-section 
as a function of 

Sensitivity to kt of gluon

Integrated PDF: DGLAP

LO:

 in HCM

Gluon collinear with proton

Higher orders:

Unintegrated PDF: CCFM or BFKL 

already at LO
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PROFFIT
Steering card
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PROFFIT
Steering card
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PROFFIT
Steering card
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PROFFIT
Steering card

Degree of polynomial for 
description of Monte Carlo 
grid 
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PROFFIT
Steering card

Number of parameters to fit
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PROFFIT
Steering card

Number of histograms 

Histogram info


